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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to describe the profile cognitive structure of students in understanding the concept of real analysis. This research is part of the research development of the theory of cognitive structure of students Mathematics Education Program at the University of Bengkulu. The results of this research are: 1) there are seven models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on the SRP Model about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Pra-Intra Level, Level intra, Level semi-inter, Level inter, Level semi-trans, Trans Level, and Extended-Trans (only theoretic level while empirically not found); 2) There are six models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on KA about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Level 0: Objects of concrete steps; Level 1: Models Semi-concrete steps; Level 2: Models Theoretic; Level 3: Language in Domain Example; Level 4: Mathematical Language; Level 5: Inferensi Model. Profile of cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu is 6.25% Students located on the Basic Level (Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects), there is 8.75% Students located at Level 0 (intra Level with concrete objects), there are 15.00% Students located at Level 1 (semi-Level inter with Semi-Concrete Model), there are 33.75 percent students located on Level 2 (Level inter with theoretical model), there are 22.50 percent students located at Level 3 (Semi-trans Level with the Bible in Domain example), there are located on the student percent during the Level 4 (Trans Level with the language of Mathematics), and there are 0 percent students located at Level 5 (Level Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model). Students Education Mathematics at the University of Bengkulu pembangunan element is functional can achieve Trans Level, students will be able to setup activities and make the algorithm that formed the concept/principles with the right. Functional students can also perform the process of abstraction using the rules in a system of mathematics.
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Abstrak

Tujuan penelitian ini adalah mendeskripsikan profil struktur kognitif siswa dalam memahami konsep analisis real. Penelitian ini merupakan bagian dari penelitian pengembangan teori struktur kognitif mahasiswa Program Pendidikan Matematika FKIP Universitas Bengkulu. Hasil penelitian ini adalah: 1) terdapat tujuh model dekomposisi genetic mahasiswa pendidikan matematika ditinjau berdasarkan Model SRP tentang konsep-konsep Analisis Real yaitu level pra-intra, level intra, level semi-inter, level inter, level semi-trans, level trans, dan level extended-trans (hanya level teoretik sedangkan secara empiric tidak ditemukan); 2) terdapat enam model dekomposisi genetic mahasiswa pendidikan matematika ditinjau berdasarkan KA tentang konsep-konsep analisis real yaitu level 0: objek-objek konkret; level 2: model-model semi-konkretnya; level 2: model-model teoretik; level 3: bahasa dalam domain contoh; level 4: bahasa matematika; level 5: model inferensi. Profil struktur kognitif mahasiswa Pendidikan Matematika FKIP Universitas Bengkulu adalah 6,25% mahasiswa berada pada level dasar (level pra-intra dengan objek konkret, terdapat 8,75% mahasiswa berada pada level 0 (level intra dengan objek konkret), terdapat 15,00% mahasiswa berada pada level 1 (level semi-inter dengan model semi-konkretnya), terdapat 33,75% mahasiswa berada pada level 2 (level inter dengan model
teoritis), terdapat 13,75% mahasiswa berada pada level 4 (level trans dengan bahasa matematika), dan terdapat 0% mahasiswa berada pada level 5 (level extended-trans dengan model inferensi). Mahasiswa Pendidikan Matematika FKIP Universitas Bengkulu yang unsur pembangunnya adalah fungsional dapat mencapai level trans, mahasiswa tersebut mampu mengatur, menyusun kegiatan dan membuat algoritma sehingga terbentuk konsep/prinsip dengan tepat. Mahasiswa fungsional juga dapat melakukan proses abstraksi dengan menggunakan aturan—aturan dalam suatu system matematika.

Kata Kunci: struktur kognitif, pemahaman konsep, profil


INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the concepts and mathematical strategic competence still considered optimal yet owned students (Afrilianto, 2012), and needs to be repaired through the implementation of appropriate learning methods (Darusman, 2014). To overcome this, the berbagai mathematics educators efforts in improving the ability learners in understanding the concepts of mathematics continues to be done. Dimaksdu efforts done start from the elementary education up to higher education. One of the efforts is the development of students mindset to be able to do the process of abstraction, generalisation and idealisation in the achievement of the concept of mathematics. Through the development of this mindset, students can define with both the concepts of mathematics with the pattern defining "name" concept is "genus proksimum" that "special distinguished". With the pattern defining, makes it easier for students to understand the concept of mathematics. The understanding of the concept of mathematics done system processing information students through the understanding of abstract ideas using media/objects of concrete steps to classified into the example/non-examples from the concept. According to the Hendriana (2012), konsep abstract concepts organized through think metaforik, stated in concrete things based on the structure and ways of reasoned based system of melting texture of the motor that is called with the conceptual metaphors. Widada & Herawaty (2016) stated that pemahaman about the concept of mathematics is the result of the construction or reconstruction of the objects of mathematics. Construction or reconstruction was done through the activities in the form of action mathematics, process, objects organized in a scheme to solve a problem. To know the understanding of the concept of students, can be done by analysis of the process of kognitif students through an analysis of the genetic decompositions. Analysis of the genetic decompositions is a be from the theory APOS (Action, patterns, Object, and Schema) (Dubinsky, 2000). He said the APOS theory is a theory about how the possibility of continuous konstruktivis achievement/learning a concept or principle of mathematics which can be used as a elaborasi about mental construction of action, process objects and the scheme.

Listen to the explanation above, in mathematics teaching requires creativity educators in optimizing cognitive process students to take advantage of the ability to start/basis which belongs to the students. In line with this Hendriana (2012) stated that mathematics teaching must pay attention to the aspects of basic skills students. Basic skills students this can be seen from the perception of the students about an object of mathematics. On the basic level of students, usually the perception of students on a mathematics objects (subject) is the initial capital of understanding he on advanced mathematical skills.
Hits Widada (2006), there are students of misconceptions about the concept of fractions. They have the misconception that every number that can be written in a/b with a,b numbers round and b ≠0 is fractions. Misconceptions are found in a scientific meeting prodi even written in student bachelor theses, like 6/3 he call with fractions. But when asked what 2 fractions?”, so too complex not fractions. This shows the extent of the inconsistency the conception is in the process of kognitifnya, when mention 6/3 fractions once asked about 2 that equivalent with 6/3, he answered not fractions.

The above conception, indicated that they dim between the concept of fractions with the concept of rational numbers. Should there are still constraints that must be met in order for the number of rational called with fractions, namely (a,b) = 1 or simply a not increments of b. This Constraint as diferensia spesifika (special distinguished) so that the association of rational numbers can be partitioned into two aggregate namely the association of round numbers and aggregate fractions (often called with the association bipartisi). This means that every fractions is the number of rational, but no rational numbers not fractions and numbers would round numbers.

The same thing was also found when the students met with the concept of the limit function. On the concept of the limit of f(x) for x near a, there are antecedents that 0<|x-a|<δ. They argue that more than 0 is not necessary because the absolute value of x-a sufficient (must have been more than 0). Even though the sign more than not only suggests that x of a more than 0, but more than the x ≠0. But not only was found also students who have no conception of the limit function with ε-δ, moreover if we take on the concept of the neighborhood, then the students more trouble. This may indicate that the level of analysis of the student to interkoneksi between absolute value scheme and the core of the concept of the limit itself has not been an integrated sequence. So to reach the mature scheme needed cognitive process that right. When this process is achieved, then the system processing information (short-term memory or working memory) will perform the task in the form of encoding to mature scheme about the concept of the limit function that is stored in a neurons in long-term memory. Mature schema which is stored is the main basic competency that can selectively-triggers the other competency components to be able to operate a performance that means.

The process of abstraction is a mathematics activity about the reorganization of the vertically (vertical mathematizing) from the object of mathematics that previous dikonstru (previous schema) on a new structure. Mereorganisasi on the new structure of the objects of mathematics includes creating new hypothesis (conjecture), find or find back (reinvention) the object of mathematics is more complex and new strategies for problem resourcse. Vertical Matematisasi is an activity placing objects of mathematics together, structured organized and developed on the objects of the other more abstract or more formal than originally. Idealisation occurs when we are dealing with an object that was not perfect (unperfect), and considered perfect. As the line, we image is not too straight, field of drawn not too flat, then the image of the line we assume that the straight path and image of our field flat. While generalisations is a process to find the object of mathematics (concept/principles) general, not just the conception that has not been accepted the truth in the structure of mathematics.

Based on the explanation above, cognitive process students in mathematics teaching focuses on the ability of abstraction, idealisation and generalisations to reach the level of
understanding of the concept of/principles cautiously. Therefore, in this article discussed about how the cognitive structure of students/students in understanding the concept in real analysis courses.

The structure of the knowledge representation is a development network/scheme about the fact, konsi cognitive things or situations that arise from an experience. The structure is the scheme, frame, or scripts. Each network can be mapped into a level in level-level triad (Piaget & Garcia, 1989). Based on the results of research grants researchers (Widada, 2010) a characteristic of the structure of the epresentasi knowledge (SRP) based on the level of a new level of triad (i.e. Extended Triad Level++). Competency grants researchers previous year (Widada, 2009) about the theory and the model of teaching mathematics based on the level of Triad++ obtained an additional new levels namely pre-level intra. The results of the earlier research as Fundamental Research (Widada & Herawaty, 2005; Widada, 2006), and the results of research Widada (2001, 2002, 2003, 2004), in the theoretic and empiric found that on pelevealan scheme structure (triad) students in learning mathematics, there is a new level in between the level intra and inter level i.e. semiinter level and there are new levels in between the level inter and trans level, namely semitrans level. This means that there are five development level student scheme in learn mathematics namely Level 0 (intra level), Level 1 (semi-level inter), Level 2 (inter level), Level 3 (Semi-trans Level), and Level 4 (trans level), and then pelevealan are named Level Triad+ (Widada, 2007). But in the real Analysis learning is to be interdicted by Widada. (2015), when reviewed based on the ability of abstraction students Mathematics Education Study Program at the University of Bengkulu, found the model of the structure of representation outside of the extended characters Level Triad++, one level student intra able to do abstraction until on the symbolic level. Research on, emphasized the structure of cognitive learners in understanding mathematics, which refers to the various reference about cognitive theory.

Cognitive theory sees the individual as an active information processing, so that the individual is able to represent any information in accordance with the level of knowledge and make it as a representation of the structure of knowledge in the form of frame, or in the form of the scheme, or a script to be stored in the memory (Beddely, 1998; Hunt & Ellis, 1999; Solso, 1995; Dubinsky, 1986, 1987, 1989, 1995, 2000; Dubinsky & McDonald, 2000; Dubinsky & Yiparaki, 2001; DeVries, 2000).

The results of research Widada (2001) about the development of student scheme in learn Calculus (especially the problem Graph functions and rounded up Takhingga) located on three levels that herarkis and functional. The sequence of the level-level is low level of intra as (level 0), inter level as middle level (level 1), and trans level as the highest level (level 2). This means that the knowledge of the students to the level of i contained in the knowledge level students to-(i+1), for I=0, 1.

![Triad Scheme Development](image-url)
Based on the results of research on the Widada (2002) develop the same research about the model of the interaction during the scheme. Interaction Model the scheme referred to in the research is the model that is used to describe the data process (completed) problems with level pairs from the triad (double triad). Double triad in the problems of the sketch of the graph of the function is the triad in pairs that bases the two different scheme, but both used in the scheme mensketsa graphs. Two schemes is a condition of the scheme function nature (property schema) given (the first instance, the second instance, limit, and kekontinuannya), and the interval scheme (interval scheme) on the domain (interval the interval near each other or overlap). Any scheme described separately, and then demonstrated in a pair of scheme interaction model. Data shows that in the mensketsa graph a function there are nine level scheme interaction double triad. Nine level interaction scheme are not clearly unordered sequence, only the lowest level (i.e. intra-property+intra-level interval) and the highest level (namely trans-property+trans-level interval) that can be seen clearly. While the level of the other level that is not sorted explicitly. Now the nine interaction level double triad intended scheme is as follows.

**The interaction scheme of double triad**
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*Figure 2. InterScheme action double triad*

But from the research above seen that results from the interaction of the scheme double triad is not herarkis and functional, for that Widada (2003) examine about the interaction of the New Model scheme. The interaction of the new model scheme is defined as follows. E.g. to resolve a specific problem must involve interkoneksitas two different scheme, just mentioned the scheme A and scheme B, then there are five levels in the interaction of the new model scheme. Five levels to be ordered by remain, intra level as level 0, semiinter level as level 1, inter level as level 2, semitrans level as level 3, and trans level as level 4, pelevelan this can be seen in the Picture 1.3 follows.
Based on Widada (2004), the structure of the representation of the knowledge Student scheme based Mathematics Triad Level, so that obtained the network development of the scheme as follows.

**Figure 3** The interaction of the new model scheme (ISMB)

Based on the results of research on the Widada & Herawaty perform Fundamental Research (2005), about Decompositions of genetic student in Learn Real Analysis (based on the development of the scheme using the theory APOS). The fundamental research results 2005 is found two new levels in pelevelan triad (namely semiinter level and semitrans level) as an initial step to improve the level triad. And that importantly pelevelan is herakris and functional, so that there are five level triad (which consists of three levels triad and plus two new levels) is herakris and functional, although this is still in the substance of the Real analysis.

**Figure 4. Scheme Development Network**
To develop the theory, then Widada perform Fundamental Research (2006) about the development of the theory of the development of the scheme (Triad Level+) about Calculus in Mathematics students. The results of the research is to be a network of development of student scheme as follows.

Figure 5. Image of the development of the appropriate network Scheme Level Triad+

If reviewed based on the ability of abstraction students Mathematics Education Study Program at the University of Bengkulu, and based on the explanation above literature study and observation during the lesson Real Analysis is to be interdicted by Widada T.A. 2014, then found the model of the structure of representation outside of the extended characters Level Triad++, one level student intra able to do abstraction until on the symbolic level. This suspicion toward the formation of a model of the structure of the new representation, i.e. the level above the trans with symbolic abstraction level.

METHOD
To answer the problem of research about "how profiles of cognitive structure of students/students in understanding the concept in real analysis courses?", research development of the theory of cognitive structure of students Mathematics Education Program at the University of Bengkulu. This model development research with two approaches. The first approach through research theoretic form of library research, through reflection, review and validation experts. The second approach through qualitative research and quantitative descriptive. In qualitative research done by the method of analysis of the comparison remains, with how to apply the theory of the Austrian Glaser proved & Strauss (1967), a teoretisasi process through the four stages. The main instrument in this research interviewer (in this case the researcher himself) and guided by other instruments in the form of the task sheet about the issues of the attributes of the Real Analysis courses, and guidelines interview. Each stage of the election of the subject directly conducted data collection process through the interview based on the task and continued with the analysis of the data (either genetic decompositions analysis). Based on the analysis of the data known to
the level of the Extended level Triad++ is fully charged and the level of the Extended level Triad++ that have not yet been fully charged.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the analysis of the research data obtained overview of cognitive structure profile mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses. Research Results of Revelation and the Widada & Herawaty (2016) concluded that there are seven models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on the SRP Model about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Pra-Intra Level, Level 0 (intra Level), Level 1 (semi-Level inter), Level 2 (Level inter, Level 3 (Semi-trans Level), Level 4 (Trans Level), and Level 5 (Level Extended-Trans, only theoretic level while empirically not found). The conclusions of the two (Widada & Herawaty, 2016), that there are six models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on KA about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Level 0: Objects of concrete steps; Level: Models Semi-concrete steps; Level 2: Models Theoretic; Level 3: Language in Domain Example; Level 4: Mathematical Language; Level 5: Inferensi Model. The conclusions of the three, there are seven models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on the model of the SRP and the KA about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Basic Level (Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects), Level 0 (intra Level with concrete objects), Level (semi-Level inter with Semi-Concrete Model), Level 2 (Level inter with theoretical model), Level 3 (Semi-trans Level with the Bible in the example Domain), Level 4 (Trans Level with the language of Mathematics), and Level 5 (Level Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model, but found students with the combination of the SRP levels and KA namely Trans Level with Inferensi Model.

The following could be served by one profile of cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu in chart form as has been disseminated in Semirata MIPA ((BKS West 2016 (Widada, 2016)). The explanation of the data analysis results are presented as follows.

Cognitive structure of students reviewed from the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis

![Graph of Frequency of students based on cognitive Structure](image)

Description:
1) Pra-Intra level with concrete objects
2) Level intra with concrete objects
3) Level semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model
4) Level inter with theoretical model
5) Level semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example
6) Level Trans with the language of Mathematics
7) The Extended Level-Trans with Inferensi Model

Figure 6 shows that the cognitive structure of 80 students mathematics education at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses can be mapped in the level of the following level. There are 5 students who are at the level of Pra-Intra with concrete objects, 7 students located on the intra-Level with concrete objects, 12 students located at the level of semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model, 27 students located at the level of inter with theoretical model, 18 students located at the level of semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example, 11 students located at the level of Trans with the language of Mathematics and no students located at the level of Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model.

Based on the Figure 6 Frequency of students based on the structure of cognition, so it can be served the diagram circle cognitive structure of mathematics education student at Bengkulu Universitas as finances on Figure 7 following.

![The percentage Based on student COGNITIVE STRUCTURE](image)

**Figure 7.** percentage Students Based On Cognitive Structure

Description:
1) Pra-Intra level with concrete objects
2) Level intra with concrete objects
3) Level semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model
4) Level inter with theoretical model
5) Level semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example
6) Level Trans with the language of Mathematics
7) The Extended Level-Trans with Inferensi Model

Based on the Figure 7, obtained map cognitive structure of mathematics education student at Bengkulu University in the form of a percentage as follows: There is 6.25% Students located on the Basic Level (Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects), there is 8.75% Students located at Level 0 (intra Level with concrete objects), there are 15.00% Students located at Level 1
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(semi-Level inter with Semi-Concrete Model), there are 33.75 percent students located on Level 2 (Level inter with theoretical model), there are 22.50 percent students located at Level 3 (Semi-trans Level with the Bible in Domain example), there are located on the student percent during the Level 4 (Trans Level with the language of Mathematics), and there are 0 percent students located at Level 5 (Level Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model).

**Cognitive structure of students reviewed from the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis and Gender**

According to the data from the cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu, can be reviewed based on sex (women). The results of the analysis can be presented as follows:

![Figure 8. Frequency of students based on cognitive structure and Gender](image)

**Description:**
1) Pra-Intra level with concrete objects
2) Level intra with concrete objects
3) Level semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model
4) Level inter with theoretical model
5) Level semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example
6) Level Trans with the language of Mathematics
7) The Extended Level-Trans with Inferensi Model

Based on the Figure 8, cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses and gender (women) can be mapped in the level of the following level. There are 3 male students and 2 students of women who are at the level of Pra-Intra with concrete objects, 5 male students and 2 students women located on the intra-Level with concrete objects, 2 students of male and female students 10 students located at the level of semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model, 10 students of male and female students 17 located at the level of inter with theoretical model, 5 students of male and female students 13 located on the levels of semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example, 4 male students and 7 students women located in the Trans Level with the language of Mathematics and no students located at the level of Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model.

In accordance with the Image of cognitive structure frequency 1.4 mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the
formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses and gender (women), can be arranged the diagram circle each level as follows.

1) Pra-Intra level with concrete objects

![Figure 9](image.png)

**Figure 9. Structure of Student Cognitive Pra-Intra Level with concrete Objects**

Figure 9 Structure of Student Cognitive Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects shows that from the 5 students that is located at the level of Pra-Intra with concrete objects, there are 40 percent women and 60% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students at Level Pra-Intra with concrete objects occupied by the majority of men with the difference in 20%, which means that there are differences in the structure of the student cognitive men and women on Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects.

2) Intra level with concrete objects

![Figure 10](image.png)

**Figure 10. Cognitive Structure Level Student Intra with concrete Objects**

Figure 10 Cognitive Structure Level Student Intra with concrete objects shows that from 7 students who are located on the intra-Level with concrete objects, there are 29 percent women and 71% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students at Level Intra with concrete objects occupied by the majority of men with the difference that very far namely 42%. With this data obtained the conclusions that there is a difference between the very means student cognitive structure of men and women on the levels of Intra with concrete objects.

3) Semi-level inter with Semi-Concrete Model

![Figure 11](image.png)

**Figure 11. Cognitive Structure Level Student Semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model**
Based on the Figure 11 Cognitive Structure Level Student Semi-inter with Model Semi-Concrete finances that from 12 students located on the semi-Level inter with Semi-Concrete Model, there are 83 percent women and 17% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students at Level Semi-inter with Model Semi-Concrete occupied by the majority of women with the difference that very far namely 66%. Based on percentage can disimpulan that there is a difference between the very means student cognitive structure of men and women on the levels of semi-inter with Semi-Concrete Model, i.e. 83% is a student of women.

4) The inter-level with theoretical Model

![Figure 12. Cognitive Structure Inter Level students with theoretical Model](image)

Figure 12 Cognitive Structure Inter Level students with theoretical Model shows that from 27 students who are at the level of Inter with theoretical Model, there are 63 percent women and 37% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students at the level of Inter with theoretical Model occupied by the majority of women with the difference that very far namely 36%. Based on percentage can disimpulan that there is a difference between the very means student cognitive structure of men and women at the level of Inter with theoretical Model, i.e. 63% is a student of women.

5) Semi-trans Level with the Bible in Domain example

![Figure 13. Cognitive Structure Level Student Semi-trans with the Bible in Domain Example](image)

Based on the Figure 13 Structure of Student Cognitive Level Semi-trans with the Bible in Domain Example finances that from 18 students located at the level of semi-trans with the Bible in Domain example, there are 72 percent women and 28% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students at Level Semi-trans with the Bible in the example Domain inhabited by the majority of women with the difference that very far namely 44%. Based on percentage can disimpulan that there is a difference between the very means student cognitive
structure of men and women on the levels of semi-trans with the Bible in Domain Example, i.e. 72% is a student of women.

6) Trans level with the language of Mathematics

![Figure 14. Cognitive Structure Trans Level students with the language of Mathematics](image)

Based on the Figure 14 Cognitive Structure Trans Level students with the language of Mathematics finances that from 11 students located at the level of Trans with the language of Mathematics, there are 64 percent women and 36% man. This may indicate that the cognitive structure of students on the Trans Level with the language of Mathematics occupied by the majority of women with the difference that very far namely 28%. Based on percentage can disimpulang that there is a difference between the very means student cognitive structure of men and women on the Trans Level with the language of Mathematics, i.e. 64% is a student of women.

Cognitive structure of students reviewed from the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis and Predikatif/Functional

Based on the analysis of the research data, cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses and Predikatif/functional can be served in the circle diagram as follows:

![Figure 15. Cognitive Structure Predikatif/ Functional mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu](image)

Based on the Figure 15, cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu reviewed based on the ability of abstraction in the formation of the concepts of Real Analysis Courses and Predikatif/functional there are as many as 74%
functional pembangunnya elements and 26 percent students pembangunnya predikatikf
elements. It can thus be disimpukan that the majority of the cognitive structure of
mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu is functional.

In accordance with this indicator in accordance with the results of research Schwank (1993)
and Widada (2015), mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu
pembangunnya element is functional can build connectedness between the action, process,
objects and other scheme (do retrieval of the previous schema) so formed a mature
scheme (mature scheme). The students are able to set up activities and make the algorithm
that formed the concept/principles with the right. Students can perform the process of
abstraction using the rules in a system of mathematics.

CONCLUSION

Based on explanation of research results above can be summarized as follows: 1) there are
seven models decompositions of genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on
the SRP Model about the concepts of Real Analysis namely Pra-Intra Level, Level intra,
Level semi-inter, Level inter, Level semi-trans, Trans Level, level and Extended-Trans (only
theoretic level while empirically not found); 2) There are six models decompositions of
genetic students mathematics education reviewed based on KA about the concepts of Real
Analysis namely Level 0: Objects of concrete steps; Level 1: Models Semi-concrete steps;
Level 2: Models Theoretic; Level 3: Language in Domain Example; Level 4: Mathematical
Language; Level 5: Inferensi Model.

Profile of cognitive structure of mathematics education student at the University of Bengkulu
is 6.25% Students located on the Basic Level (Pra-Intra Level with concrete objects), there is
8.75% Students located at Level 0 (intra Level with concrete objects), there are 15.00%
Students located at Level 1 (semi-Level inter with Semi-Concrete Model), there are 33.75
percent students located on Level 2 (Level inter with theoretical model), there are 22.50
percent students located at Level 3 (Semi-trans Level with the Bible in Domain example),
there are located on the student percent during the Level 4 (Trans Level with
the language of Mathematics), and there are 0 percent students located at Level 5
(Level Extended-Trans with Inferensi Model). Students Mathematics education at the
University of Bengkulu pembangunnya element is functional can achieve Trans Level,
students will be able to set up activities and make the algorithm that formed the concept/principles with the right. Functional students can also perform the process of
abstraction using the rules in a system of mathematics.
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